Non-recurrent nerve from the vagus anterio-medially located in the carotid sheath
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ABSTRACT

Non-recurrent inferior laryngeal nerve (ILN) arising from the vagus nerve is a rare anatomic variation. The vagus descends vertically in the cervical neurovascular bundle, between and posterior to common carotid artery (CCA) and internal jugular vein (IJV). The vagus has also some anatomic variations. We present a case of two coincident anatomic variations both ILN and the vagus nerve. A patient with multinodular goiter was surgically treated with total thyroidectomy. Both two ILNs were identified, fully exposed and preserved along their cervical courses. We found that the right non-recurrent ILN directly arises from cervical vagal trunk, and enters the larynx at usual point after a short transverse course parallel to the inferior thyroid artery. The vagus nerve, easily exposed after dissection of the right lobe of the thyroid gland, is located medially to the CCA. We discovered the association of non-recurrent ILN and medially located vagus nerve in the same patient. Non-recurrent nerve and medially located vagus nerve in the cervical neurovascular bundle are two different variations. The coincidence of right non-recurrent ILN arising from cervical part of the vagus medial to the CCA in the same patient is a very interesting feature. The safety of thyroid operations is dependent on proper identification, dissection and full exposition of ILN. The safe procedure requires complete knowledge on the anatomy of neural structures including all their anatomic variations.
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INTRODUCTION

The security of thyroid surgery may be affected by anatomical variations of the recurrent laryngeal nerve (RLN). A thyroid surgeon must know anatomy of the inferior laryngeal nerve (ILN) including its anatomic variations. A rare variation like non-recurrent nerve increases complication rate of thyroid operations (1-8). RLN is a branch of the vagus nerve which is normally located in the cervical neurovascular bundle posterior to the carotid artery and the jugular vein. The vagus nerve has also some anatomic variations which affect normal location of the nerve. The association of right non-recurrent nerve and varied location of cervical part of the vagus nerve is an extremely rare occurrence.

In this case report, a right non-recurrent ILN arising from cervical part of the vagus nerve with unusual location in the neurovascular bundle is presented in a surgically treated goiter case.

CASE PRESENTATION

Informed consent was obtained from a patient with goiter who has an indication of thyroid surgery. Serum TSH and FT4 levels, and ultrasound images established the diagnosis of euthyroid multinodular thyroid enlargement with multiple hypoechoic solid nodules (largest one is 16 mm in diameter) in the right lobe and also multiple hypoechoic solid nodules (largest one is 36 x 25 mm) in the left lobe. Follicular neoplasm was the pathological diagnosis after fine needle aspiration cytology from the dominant nodule of the right lobe.

Total resection of the thyroid was surgical treatment in this patient. We identified inferior thyroid artery and left ILN with usual lateral approach. The right RLN was not found at usual position. The dissection was advanced in upward direction that a non-recurrent ILN was identified and exposed near the Berry ligament. The non-recurrent nerve shows a parallel course with the inferior thyroid artery. The nerve is followed until its origin. It has arisen from the trunk of cervical vagus nerve which was located anterior-medial position to common carotid artery (CCA) (Figure 1). The length of the non-recurrent ILN from the vagus to laryngeal entry was approximately 4 cm. Total thyroidectomy was performed after complete anatomical identification of both (left recurrent and right non-recurrent) ILNs. The postoperative period was uneventful. The patient was discharged at second postoperative day without any complication.
DISCUSSION
The safe thyroid surgery depends on the surgical identification and exposure of the RLN. This nerve has anatomic variations. Non-recurrent nerve is a rare variation with prevalence of equal or below 1% (1, 3-8). The non-recurrent nerve originates from the vagus, and has transverse course toward laryngeal entry point. The vagus nerve is generally located in the cervical neurovascular bundle, between and posterior to CCA and internal jugular vein (IJV). Some variations of cervical course of the vagus nerve have also been described. Our patient is a rare example of the association of both ILN and vagus nerve variations; non-recurrent course of right ILN and anterior-medial course of the vagus nerve in the carotid sheath.

Main anatomical features of our patient are right non-recurrent ILN and medially located vagus nerve. We think that two variations in a patient is extremely unusual. The association of location (medially to CCA) variation of the right vagus trunk and anatomic variation (non-recurrent course) of ILN is once reported in the literature (9). Toniato et al. (9) have reported medially located vagus nerve to carotid artery associated with non-recurrent laryngeal nerve. They have mentioned that the medially located vagus nerve to the carotid artery could be a “pilot light” for non-recurrent nerve. They have commented that this is the first reported case in the literature (9). The coincidence of two variations of these two nerves in the same case deserves a distinct attention.

The variation as non-recurrent nerve increases the risk of nerve palsy. If RLN is not identified at its normal anatomy during surgery, surgeon must consider a non-recurrent nerve. Safe complete exposure of the nerve avoids vocal cord palsy. During thyroid surgery, the nerve is more superficial and vulnerable near Berry ligament. Therefore, the non-recurrent nerve should be followed from its origin from the vagus until its laryngeal entry. When we cannot find right RLN with usual lateral approach after identification of inferior thyroid artery, we discovered non-recurrent nerve by careful dissection near Berry ligament. We followed non-recurrent nerve until its origin from vagal trunk. This dissection permits us to also observe varied location of the vagus medial and anterior to CCA.

In normal anatomy, the cervical part of the vagus nerve passes vertically down the neck within the carotid sheath, lying between and just posterior to CCA and IJV. The vagus nerve shows a high propensity to change its topographical relationship with the CCA during early fetal life; from primitive ventral course to final dorsal course (10). This anatomic observation points out that some topographical variations of the vagus nerve may occur in adults. At thyroidectomy operation the vagus is not usually visible and not detected during thyroidal lobe dissection. According to anatomic variation of the cervical course of the vagus nerve as in our patient, the nerve (medially located to the artery in the carotid sheath) may easily be detected and seen in the operation field after medial retraction of the thyroid lobe.

Intraoperative neuromonitoring (IONM) was not used in this operation. IONM can be helpful to find recurrent nerve, especially nerve with anatomical variation. IONM is a useful tool to better understand the anatomy and physiology of the nerve. If RLN is not identified at its normal anatomy during surgery, surgeon must consider a non-recurrent nerve. The standardized technique of IONM involves vagal nerve stimulation which is useful for detecting non-recurrent ILN (12). Intraoperative monitoring involving vagal stimulation provides reliable electrophysiologic intraoperative verification of the presence of the non-recurrent ILN (13). Negative signal after pre-dissection vagus stimulation may show non-recurrent nerve. Therefore, IONM may prevent or reduce complication rate of nerve palsy in case of the presence of anatomic variations.

CONCLUSION
Non-recurrent nerve and medially located vagus nerve in the cervical neurovascular bundle are two different variations. The coincidence of right non-recurrent nerve arising from cervical part of the vagus medial to the CCA is a very interesting feature. The association of two anatomic variations of both nerves has occurred in the same patient. The safety of thyroid operations may be provided by identification, dissection and full exposition of ILN. This dissection requires complete knowledge on the anatomy of the ILN including all neural anatomic and topographical variations.

Figure 1. The right non-recurrent inferior laryngeal nerve arises directly from cervical vagus trunk. The vagus trunk is medially and superficially located to the common carotid artery
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